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Example Real World ML Pipeline Architecture
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Common AI/ML Problems:

• Most libraries provide state-of-the-art algorithms but little pertinent training data

• For many conversational domains, training data may be difficult or impossible to 

collect

• Pre-built domains streamline development but are largely irrelevant for most apps

• Tools for building custom domains can only handle narrow models and trivial apps

• ML capabilities only scratch the surface of what is typically required for production 

apps

Key Value Proposition: 

• Not just offer an NLP library but provide expertise to work with bot 

framework for multiple modalities, commerce engine integration, and 

deployment infrastructure and expertise. 

Machine Learning Development Lifecycle provides customized end to end 

solution from formal problem definition, domain modeling, creating 

training and test data, training models, evaluation of model, execution, 

deployment, and visualization.













A variety of real-world applications
Vision Speech Language

Natural Language Processing

Intent: PlayCall

Knowledge

Here are the top results:

The purpose of Customer Life-cycle Management (CLM) 

is to maximize both customer retention and .... Predictive 

trend analysis provides business visibility.

Oct 28, 2015 – Here are FIVE key trends in 2014 that 
would help marketers in rolling ... Of late, marketers are 
looking at customer lifecycle management (CLM)

Jan 5, 2016 – The top 10 customer service trends for 
2016 that .... North American Consumer

Search

Here is what I found: 

It also investigates the top three expected Fraud
Detection and Prevention programs, in terms of 
demand in key markets…

First, let’s point out that there is not one 
absolute answer—there are “pros” and “cons” to 
each. Those who favor in-house…

Michael heads fraud prevention tool. Online and 
mobile shopping are expected to continue 
growing apace…



The Pre-Built and Custom AI Spectrum
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Microsoft supplied data
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The Pre-Built and Custom AI Spectrum

Models are pre-trained using 

Microsoft supplied data
Models tailored to your 

scenario and your data

Models “customized” with your data

Microsoft Cognitive Services

Azure Machine Learning
“Custom” Cognitive Services











Enrich user experiences with 
contextual entity search results



CAUTION
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Enrich user experiences with 
contextual entity search results 
Tap into the power of the web to search for 
the most relevant entities (such as movies, 
books, famous people, U.S. local 
businesses…) and easily provide primary 
details and information sources about them  

Augment your content with 
entity search results

Showcase of local 
businesses nearby













Computer Vision - Scenarios



Computer Vision - Considerations

https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/Overview-of-Azure-c1be3942

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-
services/computer-vision/category-taxonomy

https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/Overview-of-Azure-c1be3942
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/computer-vision/category-taxonomy


Computer Vision - Considerations



Computer Vision - Considerations

here

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/computer-vision/research


text_analytics_subscription_key = 
"6fd91a9f199a49f29e748543fdc05ea4“
text_analytics_base_url = 
"https://westus.api.cognitive.microsoft.com/text/analytics/
v2.0/"
sentiment_api_url = text_analytics_base_url + "sentiment"
claim_text = """We are just happy the damage was minimal 
and that everyone is safe. We are thankful for your 
support."""
documents = {'documents' : [

{'id': '1', 'language': 'en', 'text': claim_text}
]}

headers   = {"Ocp-Apim-Subscription-Key": 
text_analytics_subscription_key}
response  = requests.post(sentiment_api_url, 
headers=headers, json=documents)
sentiments = response.json()

score = sentiments['documents'][0]['score’]
score_interpretation = "neutral“
if (score < 0.45): 

score_interpretation = "negative"
elif (score >= 0.55):

score_interpretation = "positive"
score_interpretation



text_analytics_subscription_key = 
"6fd91a9f199a49f29e748543fdc05ea4“
text_analytics_base_url = 
"https://westus.api.cognitive.microsoft.com/text/analytics/
v2.0/"

keyphrase_api_url = text_analytics_base_url + "keyPhrases"

claim_text = "I was driving down El Camino and stopped at 
a red light…"

documents = {'documents' : [
{'id': '1', 'language': 'en', 'text': claim_text}

]}

headers   = {"Ocp-Apim-Subscription-Key": 
text_analytics_subscription_key}
response  = requests.post(keyphrase_api_url, 
headers=headers, json=documents)
key_phrases = response.json()

key_phrases



Text Analytics - Scenarios



Text Analytics - Considerations

list in docs

https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/Overview-of-Azure-c1be3942

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/text-analytics/text-analytics-supported-languages
https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/Overview-of-Azure-c1be3942


Text Analytics - Considerations



website

website

http://azure.com/Cognitive

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/server-cloud/cortana-analytics-suite/overview.aspx
http://azure.com/cognitive
http://microsoft.com/Cognitive





